Cats and Dogs - Alphabet Activity Book
Kindergartners will love this pet themed activity book! They’ll also be learning beginning sounds and
working on writing skills. Print the book and cut the pages apart. Then, simply stack the pages and attach
them with a row of staples across the TOP of the book.
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Cat starts
with c. Say the
sound that c
makes.

Cats and Dogs!

Write capital C and
lowercase c.

Cc
Alphabet Letter
Sounds Activity Book

Coloring also starts with
C. Color this cat to
match the one above.
Color the collar too.

Shhh! This cat is
taking a nap.
What sound do
you hear at the
beginning of nap?
It’s n! N-n-n-nap.

Cats love to
play with yarn!

Write some n’s.

Nn

Let’s tiptoe so we don’t wake up the cat.
What letter does tiptoe start with? Write
the letter here:
WOOF WOOF!
Oh no, here comes the
dog. The cat will not be
asleep for long! Poor cat.
Oh! The dog wants to
take a nap too. Good dog.

Color the Y and
the word yarn.

Yy yarn

Decide what color this
yarn should be and color
it in.

Circle all the Y’s
T P Y S A E H Y C V B D
U M O Y B F K L Y R W Y

Dogs like lots of things
that start with B.
Which one is B? Circle it.

Bb

F R B P
Dogs love balls. Color
the ball.

B is for bone.

This dog is looking
for her bones!
She cannot
remember which ones
are hers. They are the
ones that have letter B
on them. Can you draw a
circle around her bones?
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Dogs need a nice warm bed. Color the bed.
Color the biscuit. It
will be a nice treat
for later.
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Dogs, dogs, everywhere! Draw a
line to match up the dogs that are
the same.

Uh-oh! The cat is trying to get the fish!
Fish starts with F. Write some F’s.

Ff

Color the cat
and the fish
and the fish
bowl.

Sometimes pets leave paw prints all over the
place! What sound do you hear at the
beginning of pets, paw, prints, and place?
It’s P!
Write letter Pp.

Pp

This dog is having a busy day! What is
he doing? Trace the words.

run
dig

How many
paws do you
count?

walk
sleep
Color the paws.

